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ABSTRACT 
Random Telegraphy Noise (RTN) and Negative 

Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) are two important 

sources of device instability. Their relation is not fully 

understood and is investigated in this work. We examine 

the similarity and differences of the defects responsible 

for them. By following the As-grown-Generation (AG) 

model proposed by our group, we present clear evidences 

that the As-grown hole traps (AHTs) are responsible for 

the RTN of pMOSFETs. AHTs also dominate NBTI 

initially, but the generated defects (GDs) become 

increasingly important for NBTI as stress time increases. 

The GDs, however, do not cause RTN.    

 

 

INTRODUCTION 
As device sizes are downscaled to the nanometer 

range, both Random Telegraphy Noise (RTN) and 

Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI) can 

adversely affect the pMOSFET and, in turn, circuit 

performance and they have attracted a lot of attentions [1-

12]. The relationship between RTN and NBTI is not fully 

understood, although it was suggested that they are the 

two facets of the same mechanism [1]. This lack of 

understanding is because the similarity and differences of 

the defects responsible for RTN and NBTI are not fully 

understood yet.  

It is generally accepted that positive charging and 

discharging in the gate dielectric are responsible for RTN 

and NBTI [1-3]. The positive charges, however, behave 

in a complex way and have caused confusions since 

1970’s [4,5]. Recently, we proposed an As-grown-

Generation (AG) model for positive charges in gate 

dielectric [3,6-8]. In this work, we will use this framework 

to examine the defects responsible for RTN and NBTI and 

through it, clarify their relation.      

   

DEVICES AND EXPERIMENTS 
The pMOSFETs have a TiN gate, a channel length 

of 50~10,000 nm, and a width of 90~10,000 nm. The gate 

dielectric stack is SiON/HfO2 and the equivalent oxide 

thickness is 1.45 nm.   

To ensure capturing all defects, RTN was measured 

with a sampling rate of 10 M/sec [9]. To avoid recovery 

during NBTI measurements, the fast pulse technique has 

been applied with a measurement time of 5 µs [10]. All 

tests were carried out at 125 oC.  

 

AS-GROWN-GENERATION (AG) 

MODEL 
The AG model divides the positive charges formed 

in the gate dielectric into two groups: as-grown hole traps 

(AHTs) and generated defects (GDs) [3,6-8]. They can be 

separated from their different energy locations. By using 

the energy profile technique developed recently [11], it 

has been shown that the AHTs are below the silicon 

valence band edge, Ev, whilst the GDs are above it, as 

illustrated by Fig. 1(a).  

To support this separation, Fig. 1(b) shows that the 

defects above Ev increases with stress time, because of 

the generation of new defects. The defects below Ev, 

however, remain the same, as represented by the two 

double arrowed vertical lines in Fig. 1(b).  

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 (a) A schematic illustration of the energy location 

of two groups of defects: AHTs and GDs. (b) The energy 

distribution of defects at different stress time: GDs above 

Ev increases with stress time, but AHTs do not. 
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DEFECTS RESPONSIBLE FOR RTN 
The conventional RTN is measured from the drain 

current, Id, switching between two discrete levels under a 

constant gate bias, Vg, and one example is given in Fig. 

2(a). When there are more than 3 traps in a device, 

however, the step-like Id switching generally is replaced 

by a complex within-a-device-fluctuation (WDF) [12], as 

shown in Fig. 2(b). To measure RTN/WDF, an MOSFET 

must be turned on. For pMOSFETs, the Fermi-level, Ef, 

is below Ev when turned on [11].  

 

 

 
 

Fig. 2 Examples of RTN (a) and within-a-device 

-fluctuation (WDF) (b). 

 

For a defect to cause an Id fluctuation, it must be able 

to both charge and discharge during the measurement time 

window. Only traps sufficiently close to Ef satisfy this 

requirement. Since Ef is below Ev and AHTs are blow Ev, 

RTN/WDF must be caused by the AHTs according to the 

AG model, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). 

To support that RTN/WDF originates from as-

grown defects, we examine their dependence on stress 

time. Fig. 3(a) shows that WDF apparently increases with 

stress time. This is, however, an artifact. Fig. 3(b) shows 

that the WDF is independent of stress time, once the 

measurement window is fixed, confirming that GDs do 

not contribute to WDF. Fig. 4 shows that an increase of 

measurement window enhances WDF. As a result, the 

increase in WDF is Fig. 3(a) originates from an increase 

of measurement window.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3 (a) The ΔVth measured continuously under Vg=-

1.4 V. Apart from the WDF, there are defects that do not 

discharge under a given Vg, giving rise to the lower 

envelope, ‘LE’. The upper-envelope, ‘UE’, equals to 

WDF+LE. The raw data also are presented for an initial 

1 sec. (b) The WDF measured at a fixed time window of 

10 ms and 1000 sec, taken at different stress time, does 

not increase with stress time. Even with tw=1000 sec, 

WDF substantially underestimates UE.  

 

DEFECTS RESPONSIBLE FOR NBTI 
The NBTI is typically monitored by a shift of the 

threshold voltage, ΔVth [3]. When measured at 

sufficiently fast speed, recovery is suppressed [10], so that 

both the AHTs and GDs contribute to NBTI.  

Fig. 5 shows the relative contribution of AHTs 

(symbol ‘□’) and GD (‘o’) to NBTI. It is clear that NBTI 

is dominated by AHTs initially, so that the same group of 

defects are responsible for both RTN/WDF and NBTI at 

the early stage of stress. For longer stress time, the filling 

of AHTs saturates, but GDs increase. As a result, GDs 

become increasingly important as the aging progresses.  

Because of their higher energy location, GDs do not 

discharge during RTN/WDF measurement, so that they 

make no contribution to RTN/WDF. As a result, GDs 

cannot be detected from the RTN/WDF measurements.  



 

 
 

Fig. 4 Increase of WDF with the time window, tw. This 

device was stressed first for 1000 sec under Vg=-1.4 V 

and 125 oC to ensure that there is little changes in the 

number of defects during the subsequent measurement. A 

larger tw allows capturing slower traps, leading to the 

increase of WDF. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 The As-grown-Generation (AG) model for a 

devices (W×L=10×1 µm): ΔVth=A+Gtn. The filling of as-

grown hole trap saturates and ‘A’=constant for >~1 sec. 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this work, we investigated the relation between 

RTN and NBTI through examining the defects 

responsible for them. By following the AG model, we 

show that RTN originates from the as-grown hole traps 

(AHTs) only, which is below silicon Ev. AHTs also 

dominate NBTI initially. As stress time increases, new 

defects are generated above silicon Ev and their relative 

contribution to NBTI increases. These generated defects, 

however, will not contribute to RTN/WDF, since they do 

not discharge during typical RTN/WDF measurements. 
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